Natural Language Understanding has seen an increasing number of publications in the last years, especially after robust word embedding models became popular. These models gained a special place in the spotlight when they proved themselves able to capture and represent semantic relations underneath huge amounts of data. Nevertheless, traditional models often fall short in intrinsic issues of linguistics, such as polysemy and homonymy. Multi-sense word embeddings were devised to alleviate these and other problems by representing each word-sense separately, but studies in this area are still in its infancy and much can be explored. We follow this scenario by proposing an unsupervised technique that disambiguates and annotates words by their specific sense, considering their context influence. These are later used to train a word embeddings model to produce a more accurate vector representation. We test our approach in 6 different benchmarks for the word similarity task, showing that our approach can sustain good results and often outperforms current state-of-the-art systems.
Introduction
Semantic analysis is probably one of the oldest challenges in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and still present in almost all of its downstream applications. The translation of semantics to a computer is not an easy task to accomplish. Even among humans, the concept of what is semantics is not unanimous, which leads to multiple interpretations and make things even more challenging (Putnam, 1970) .
In spite of being a classical problem, its popularity continues to draw attention of many research projects. analyzed 2,872 scientific publications (e.g. papers, journals, reports) between 2005 and 2015, revealing an increasing trend in publications involving Semantics and Context Aspects in different areas of multimedia. In these publications, methods applying different techniques try to capture semantic characteristics of text documents using clever approaches, such as: latent semantic analysis, word embeddings, machine learning, artificial neural networks (NN) and others.
After recent contributions (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014) , word embeddings techniques have received much attention in the NLP community. They represent words or phrases by real number vectors which are used to extract relationships between them. Their overall performance have demonstrated superior results in many different NLP tasks, such as: chunking (Dhillon et al., 2011) , meaning representation (Bordes et al., 2012) , machine translation (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , relation similarity (RS) (Mikolov et al., 2013c; Iacobacci et al., 2015) , sentiment analysis , word sense disambiguation (WSD) (Navigli, 2009; , word similarity (WS) (Neelakantan et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; CamachoCollados et al., 2015; Iacobacci et al., 2015) and topic categorization (Pilehvar et al., 2017) .
Notwithstanding their robustness, most conservative word embedding approaches fail to deal with polysemy and homonymy problems (Li and Jurafsky, 2015) . Recently, researchers have been trying to improve their semantic representations by producing multiple vectors (multi-sense embeddings) based on the word's sense, context and distribution in the corpus (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010b; Huang et al., 2012) . Another concern with traditional techniques is that they often neglect exploring lexical structures with valuable semantic relations, such as: WordNet (WN) (Fellbaum, 1998) , ConceptNet (CN) (Liu and Singh, 2004) and BabelNet (BN) (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) . Some publications take advantage of these structures and combine them to multi-sense representations, improving their overall performance even more (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015; Rothe and Schütze, 2015; Iacobacci et al., 2015; Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Iacobacci et al., 2016; Pilehvar and Collier, 2016; Mancini et al., 2017) .
In this paper, we propose a model that allows us to obtain specific word-sense vectors from any non-annotated text document as input. For this, we extend the disambiguation algorithm presented by to find the most suitable sense of a word based on its context, which is later trained into a NN to produce specific vectors. The benefits of our approach are fivefold. First, we provide an unsupervised annotation algorithm that takes the context of each word into consideration. Second, our model disambiguates words from any partof-speech (POS), mitigating issues with polysemy and homonymy. Third, the annotation and training steps in our approach are independent, so if more robust algorithms are available they can be easily incorporated. Fourth, the generated vectors keep the same algebraic properties as traditional word embedding models, such as: vec(king) -vec(man) + vec(woman) ≈ vec(queen). Lastly, the produced vectors can be used in the system iteratively to improve the model's performance in the disambiguation and training parts. To validate the quality of our work, we test our approach in 6 different benchmarks for WS, showing that our model can sustain good results and sometimes outperform current state-of-the-art systems.
Related Work
Distributed representation of words from documents has received substantial attention from the NLP community in the last years, especially after the extremely popular word2vec proposed by Mikolov et al., (2013a; 2013b) . However, the idea of representing words in an n-dimensional space goes back to the 20th century with the bag-ofwords (BOW) (Harris, 1954) . Despite its simplistic methodology, the BOW approach brings many disadvantages, such as: word order is lost, data sparsity and high dimensionality, to name a few. Bengio et al., (2003) try to solve the latter problem by proposing a neural probabilistic language model that learns a representation while keeping a compact probability distribution of word sequences. Collobert and Weston (2008) later defined a faster general single convolutional network architecture showing that multitask and semi-supervised learning can improve the generalization in shared tasks, such as: POS tagging, morphological segmentation, named entity recognition (NER) and WS. Beside these, other language prediction tasks are also popular in the NLP community (Schwenk et al., 2006; Zhong and Ng, 2010; Turian et al., 2010; Turney and Pantel, 2010; Bordes et al., 2012; Zou et al., 2013) It is undeniable that word2vec's contributions with continuous skip-gram (SG) and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) from Mikolov et. al., (2013a; 2013b) brought a legion of new publications to the NLP, or more specifically, the word embeddings, arena. Its popularity is due to, among other things, the efficient log-linear NN language model, robustness and low dimensionality vector representation. Both approaches make vector representations of words with similar contexts to have similar values, a theory described in the Distributional Hypothesis which states "a word is characterized by the company it keeps" (Firth, 1957) . In the CBOW training model, one tries to predict a word given its neighboring context, while SG does the inverse, predicting the context given a target word. Additional word embedding representation are also explored by GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and SENNA (Collobert et al., 2011) .
(8,38) Even though our approach has a disambiguation step in its architecture, the presented experiments and discussions focus on how the combination of our WSD and word embeddings can be used to improve results in the WS task and benefit one another. We do have future plans to compare our WSD technique with alternative methods, but for now this is beyond the scope of this paper. A considerable number of publications and panorama of the field is detailed by Navigli's (2009) survey.
(27)Nearly all publications in embedding words into single vectors often suffer from the same problem, ambiguous words are represented in a unique vector. In other words, polysemy and homonymy are not handled properly. For example, in the sentence "This club is great!" is not clear if the term club is related to the sense of baseball club, clubhouse, golf club or any other. Systems that use standard word embeddings, like word2vec or GloVe, will most likely represent all possible meanings for the term club in one single n-dimensional vector.
Some researchers try to solve this representation limitation by producing separate vectors for each word-sense. Even though the number of publications in this area is still small, their early findings demonstrated encouraging results in many NLP challenges (Li and Jurafsky, 2015) . One of the earliest models was proposed by Reisinger and Mooney (2010b) , and Huang et al., (2012) . Both of them work with the concept of clustering wordsenses by their context. The former follows a probabilistic approach to produce a multi-prototype vector space model, using word sense discovery to evaluate a word's context. They set K clusters to represent the different contexts where the word is used. The latter introduces a NN language model capable of distinguishing the semantics of words by considering their global and local clusters representing their context. Trask et al., (2015) extended Huang et al., (2012) 's model by leveraging supervised NLP labels, instead of relying on unsupervised clusters techniques to produce specific word-sense vectors.
Other techniques also take advantage of probabilistic models to learn their own representation for each sense. Tian et al., (2014) design an efficient expectation maximization algorithm integrated with the SG model to avoid the issues brought by clustering based approaches. Another modification of SG is proposed by Neelakantan et al., (2014) , in which they introduce the Multi-Sense Skip-Gram (MSSG) model. Their technique performs word sense discrimination and embedding at the same time, improving its efficiency. In the MSSG version, they assume a specific number of senses for each word, while in the Non-Parametric Multi-Sense Skip-Gram (NP-MSSG) this number varies. Nieto Piña and Johansson (2015) also explore the SG training phase by initializing all possible variations of word-senses, but only train the most probable ones according to their maximization objective. Other publications using pre-trained word embeddings to process them into word-sense vectors are described in (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016; .
In multi-sense embeddings approaches the use of lexical resources to improve their performance in NLP tasks is quite common. WN 1 , CN 2 and BN 3 are examples of popular resources used to obtain word-sense vectors. Based on BN, Iacobacci et al.'s, (2015) system learns word-sense embeddings for WS and RS tasks, moving from a word to sense embedding representation. Rothe and Schütze (2015; use WN in their so called AutoExtend to produce token embeddings from a set of synonyms (synsets) and lexemes using a preexisting word embeddings model. Their approach is detached from any word-type representation, so it can be easily translated to other learning techniques. Camacho-Collados et al., (2015; proposed a semantic vector representation for BN called NASARI which is extended to a multilingual scenario. Iacobacci et al., (2016) showed how WSD systems can have their performance improved if word embeddings are used. Pilehvar et al., (2017) developed a graph-based WSD algorithm to improve performance in downstream NLP applications (e.g. topic categorization, polarity detection). More recently, Mancini et al.,'s (2017) algorithm associates the words to the most connected senses in a sentence to produce their embeddings. system performs WSD on vector embeddings and uses them to learn wordsense representations from the relevant occurrences. Their WSD technique considers only the most similar words in WN's glosses 4 in the process. Likewise, Chen et al., (2015) also use WN's glosses and context clustering to produce word-sense vectors via a convolutional NN, which also needs to be trained.
Our approach, on the other hand, considers all the words in WN's glosses, not just the most similar ones. In addition, there is no extra training or hyperparameter adjustments other than those required by a standard word2vec implementation.
(3, 12) Synset Disambiguation, Annotation and Embedding
The main idea of our process is to have a modular system with two independent tasks: (i) disambiguation followed by annotation and (ii) word embeddings training. This configuration allows us to incorporate more robust techniques in the future, specially for the training step. In the first task, we process a collection of articles (documents) from two Wikipedia Dumps (Section 5) to transform each word in the corpus into a synset by using WN as our lexical resource (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998) . This is done through one of two algorithms: Most Suitable Sense Annotation (MSSA) (Section 3.1), Most Suitable Sense Annotation N Refined (MSSA-NR) (Section 3.2) and Most Suitable Sense Annotation -Dijkstra (MSSA-D) (Section 3.3). In the second task, we use Mikolov et al., (2013a; 2013b) 's word2vec to train the produced corpus and obtain n-dimensional vectors of each word-sense, represented by synsets (multi-sense embeddings).
(3) In their initial form, both MSSA and MSSA-D use Google News vectors 5 to help disambiguate the word-senses in the corpus. MSSA works locally, trying to choose the best representation for a word-sense given its context window, one at a time. MSSA-D on the other hand, has a more global perspective since it considers the lowest overall cost of the word-senses from first to the last word in a document. Once the synset embeddings models are available, we can feed the system again and improve the disambiguation step in either MSSA or MSSA-D algorithms, relieving it from the original Google News vectors dependency. We call this approach MSSA-NR, where N represents the number of iterations for the produced synsets is used in the disambiguation setp. Different from other systems Chen et al., 2015; Rothe and Schütze, 2015) , our method has only one training phase and does not 5 https://code.google.com/archive/p/ word2vec/ rely on any extra hyperparameters other than those required in the original word2vec implementation. In the following sections we will explain the details of our approach illustrated in Figure 3 . 
(3) Most Suitable Sense Annotation (MSSA)
As Ruas and Grosky (2017) presented, each evaluated word w i takes into consideration its context, represented by its surrounding neighboring words, w i−1 and w i+1 as illustrated in Algorithm 1. (38) We also use WN as our lexical database to extract all synsets from each word in the text, but our algorithm works for any word mapped in WN, not just nouns.
(39) In our approach, all text is preprocessed by: normalizing all tokens in lowercase, removing punctuation, html tags, numbers, common English stopwords and discarding all words not present in WN. After the initial data cleaning, we extract all pair of synsets and glosses for each word w i in a sliding context window of 3 words. (lines 4:13). (18) Our hypothesis is similar to the one proposed by Mikolov et al., (2013a) ' CBOW, which uses the context to predict a given word. However, since our algorithm considers all synsets from w i , w i−1 and w i+1 , we currently limit this word context window to restrict the number of comparisons necessary to infer the most suitable meaning for w i . It is in our plans to incorporate a larger context without compromising the overall performance for this step. Next, after removing common English words from the glosses, (19) we retrieve and average the embeddings from the remaining tokens on it by using Google News vectors 6 , which we call gloss − average − vector.
(11) If there are no remaining tokens in the gloss or no vectors in the model an empty vector will be assigned for that synset-gloss pair. However, this scenario is very unlikely since the words in the glosses have their vector extracted from a model trained on a huge corpus. This process is done for all synset-glosses for each element w i (current), w i−1 (f ormer) and w i+1 (later) respectively, (29) where N , M and P represent their total number of available synset-glosses per word (lines 14:17). The gloss-average-vector for each synset, from the words in the sliding window, is used to calculate the similarity with its immediate neighbors and the sense for a current with the highest value is stored. In other words, for each word w i we calculate the cosine similarity against w i−1 and w i+1 with respect to their synset-glosses vectors and return the synset for a current that produces the best result (line 18).
The synset with the highest similarity, regarding its neighbors word-sense, is then chosen to represent each word w i and added to a list of tokens (Line 19). The first and the last tokens are treated differently since they do not have a complete context window (lines 8 and 11).
In the initial configuration, we use Google News vectors as our standard word embeddings model (tm in Lines 14:17), which was trained over 100 billion words and contains 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million unique words and phrases (Mikolov et al., 2013b) . This model can work as an initialization seed in our approach, as we can use the synsets embeddings and re-feed our system so in the next iteration we use our calculated vectors of synsets to disambiguate the word-senses in the corpus. Once we train our own model based on synset tokens, we can feed the system with it again and obtain a faster synset representation to be trained in the word embedding algorithm. We hypothesize that by using a disambiguated and granular embeddings we will obtain a more refined synset model. The algorithm for this approach is similar to the one pre-2:
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return list of tokens (synsets) sented in Section 3.1, so we are still using the same training cleaned corpus composed by Wikipedia articles, but the processing inner steps are a little different.
We identify this refined case as MSSA-NR, where N represents the number of times we feed the system with the generated vectors by our own approach. Algorithm 2 starts similar to Algorithm 1 as we also use WN as our lexical database and still work with the same sliding context window for the words. The main difference relies between lines 4 and 17, where since our embeddings are made of synsets we do not need to extract the pairs of synset-glosses nor calculate the gloss-averagevector for each synset. Instead, we just extract all synsets available in WN for w i (current), w i−1 (f ormer) and w i+1 (later) (lines 4:13) and directly retrieve their respective vector embeddings from the synset model trained, where Q, R and S represent their total number of available synsets per word (lines 4:13). Since MSSA-NR is using an embedding model on the same corpus it was firstly generated, all the words will have at least one synset mapped, so there is no risk of not finding a vector for a given word. After we retrieve the vec- 13:
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return list of tokens (synsets) tor values for all synsets we calculate the similarity of them for the pairs (a current,a f ormer) and (a current,a later) and return the synset for a current that produces the best result (lines 18 and 19).
The hope is that, over many passes, the results will converge to some value. We can stop the process after a finite number of passes, when we are satisfied that the results do not change much, or when the cost incurred for running another pass of the algorithm is too high to justify another disambiguation and annotation round. We also developed another variation for the MSSA algorithm, in which we model the documents in the corpus as graphs Doc k (N, E), where Doc k is the set of k documents; N is the set of nodes, represented by word-senses (synsets) and E is the set of edges associating two nodes. Inspired by Dijkstra's algorithm (1959) , we use a modified version of it to minimize the over all cost of moving from one node (synset) to another for all the words in the document. The weights on the edges are represented by the cosine distance (1 -cosine similarity) between the gloss-average-vector of two sequential word-senses, which help to select one word-sense from the ones available. All the steps in MSSA-D design are the same as the ones presented in Section 3.1 for MSSA (Algorithm 1), with the exception there is no sliding context window for the disambiguation part. Different from MSSA, in the MSSA-D we analyze the disambiguation problem globally, looking for the shortest path from one word-sense to the next. Figure 3 .3 illustrates a toy example of five words in which the highlighted path indicates the lowest cost considering their word-senses ω n,m , where n is the word position associated and m its respective sense. In the end, the objective of this algorithm is the same as the ones presented in Sectionsrefssec:mssa and 3.2, transform a training corpus composed by words into a corpus of synsets to be trained by word2vec. As in MSSA, it is also possible to apply MSSA-NR recurrent methodology into MSSA-D and use the produced synset embeddings instead of the Google News vector one. In Section 5, we describe the different setups used in our experiments to explore our techniques.
Synset to Embeddings (Synset2Vec)
Once all words are properly processed into synsets, we feed a word2vec implementation using the CBOW as training algorithm. This choice is justified due to of its popularity among the compared systems, reported superiority in performance and capturing the context of words in large datasets (Yu and Dredze, 2014; Yao et al., 2017; Bojanowski et al., 2017) .
To keep our vectors interpretable -as pointed out by Pachenko (2016) -across different platforms, we represent each word token as key in the following format: word#synset of f set#pos; where word is the word itself, normalized and in lower case; synset of f set is an 8 digit, zero-filled decimal integer that corresponds to a unique word-sense and pos is a part-of-speech tag (e.g. n for nouns, v for verbs, a for adjective, s for adjective satellite and r for adverb) 7 . Since we have independent tasks for annotation and word embeddings training, if a more robust technique is proposed in the future, we can easily change to it.
(12) Multi-Sense Embeddings Measures
In a standard n-dimensional vector representation (e.g. word2vec), there will be just one embedding for each token to calculate any similarity measure between them. In a multi-vector representation, each word is associated with a set of senses, each with a vector representation. Hence, the similarity of these word-senses need to be calculated in a different way. Both representations make use of several benchmarks to evaluate how good they are in WS tasks. These benchmarks can be grouped into two categories, with and without context information. In the first, a similarity score is given for two words in isolation, without any extra information about them. In the second, each word is presented with a sentence to help contextualize its semantic value.
Considering the multi-vector representation, two metrics were initially proposed by Reisinger and Mooney (2010b) : AvgSim and MaxSim. In AvgSim, word similarity is calculated by considering the average similarity of all word-sense embeddings for the pair, as shown in Equation 1.
where u and w are the words to be compared; N and M are the total number of available senses for u and v respectively; d(e(u, i), e(w, j)) is the similarity measure between the word-sense embeddings sets denoted by e(u, i) and e(w, j), for the words u and w, and each of their senses i and j. In this paper, 7 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/ documentation/wndb5wn all similarity measures are calculated using the cosine similarity between any two vectors. In MaxSim, the similarity is the maximum value among all pairs of word-sense embeddings, as illustrated in Equation 2 M axSim(u, w) = max
d(e(u, i), e(w, j))
(28)Reisinger and Mooney (2010b) also proposed AvgSimC and MaxSimC, these take into account the similarity of two words when their context is available. In this scenario, the context is represented by a sentence where each word is used, this helps to better illustrate the meaning of them. Both, AvgSimC and MaxSimC are described in Equations 3 and 4 respectively.
(28)where P (u, c u , i) = d(e(u, i), c u ), is defined as the similarity of a specific word-sense e(u, i) with its context c u , which is obtained by averaging the vectors of all words in the sentence that accompanies each word u and w. Different from single word vector representations, our model produces vectors for each word-sense, so we also consider all available vectors for the words in the context sentence as well. e k (u, i) = arg max d(e(u, i), c u ) is the maximum similarity obtained among all word-senses e(u, i), with respect to its context c u . All these terms are defined analogously for w and j as well. Huang et al., (2012) argued that word representations should be discriminated considering their surrounding words (local context) and their role in the entire document (global context). Their training model produces two vector types, one representing each word-sense and another for the word in the entire document, evaluated through LocalSim and GlobalSim respectively (Neelakantan et al., 2014) . Different from Huang et al., (2012) and Neelakantan et al., (2014) our approach does not produce global vectors during the training step, only specific ones. Therefore, to obtain a global representation of a word we average all word-sense vectors of u and w available to calculate their similarity, as Equation 5 shows.
whereμ(u, i) andμ(w, j) represent the average of all word-sense vectors for u and w. As LocalSim, we can use the original MaxSimC instead, since they work under the same assumptions (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010b; Neelakantan et al., 2014) .
Word Similarity Experiments
We designed a series of experiments for the WS task to evaluate how our algorithms compare against other approaches in the literature. In the next section we will provide details on the training corpus, benchmarks used and assessed systems.
Training Corpus
We applied our MSSA algorithms in two datasets to transform their words into synsets, using WN 3.1 (Fellbaum, 1998) as our lexical database. These datasets are Wikipedia Dumps composed by wiki articles from April 2010 (WD10) (Shaoul and Westbury, 2010) and January 2018 (WD18). While WD10 is commonly used as a training corpus in many WS tasks (Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014; Iacobacci et al., 2015; Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015) , WD18 is introduced by us as a variation in our experiments. 
Hyperparameters, Setup and Details
Once all words in the training corpus are processed into synsets, we use a word2vec's implementation to produce our synset embeddings. The hyperparameters are set as follows: CBOW for the training algorithm, window size of 15, word minimum count of 10, hierarchical softmax and vector sizes of 300 and 1000 dimensions. If not specified, all the other hyperparameters were used with their default value 8 . Our system was implemented using Python 3.6.5, with NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) 3.2.5, using the gensim 3.4.0 9 (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) library. (32, 33, 22) In our experiments, we evaluate our approach with several systems described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, using two different training datasets (WD10 and WD18) for the WS task as a whole. However, in a secondary analysis we also explored the properties of our models separately through different perspectives. For WD10, we discuss the effects of the number of iterations on MSSA-NR, with −N ranging from 0 to 2. N = 0 characterizes the initial scenario in Figure 3 , in which we use Google News vectors for the disambiguation step. For WD18, we investigate which of our representations of a word-sense performs better in the task, the one considering a local context (MSSA) or a global one (MSSA-D). The comparison of our recurrent model (MSSA-NR) against the MSSA-D algorithm is not explored in the proposed experiments, but we plan to include it in the nearest opportunity. To analyze how our synset embeddings are affected by the timestamp difference in the Wikipedia snapshot we do compare the results of MSSA for both training corpus. The number of dimensions used in our experiments is 300, where there is no specific label, and 1000 indicated with −T next to the algorithm's name.
(26)The differences between metrics names, benchmarks and hyperparameters make it difficult to perform a direct comparison between systems. Recent publications also pointed out several problems (e.g. model overfitting, subjectivity) in using WS tasks to evaluate word embeddings approaches (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2012; Faruqui et al., 2016) . We try to mitigate this situation by considering some aspects, such as: general perspective of proposed architecture, detailed description of the components used, training corpus specification and hyperparameters. In addition, we also categorize the reported results by other systems according to the correct metrics (AvgSim, AvgSimC, MaxSim, MaxSimC/LocalSim and GlobalSim) defined by seminal authors (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010b; Huang et al., 2012) .
The results presented in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 are organized in three blocks for each benchmark (Table 2: 7), where they are separated by a break line and ordered as follows:
1. Single-sense embeddings: traditional word embeddings where all word-senses are collapsed into one vector representation per word. Approaches that concatenate a word vector with its sense are also included;
2. Multi-sense embeddings: each word-sense has a specific vector representation. Approaches that have a vector for both the word and its senses separately are also included;
3. MSSA embeddings: groups all our proposed models, only composed by multi-sense embeddings.
Results not reported by the authors in their systems are marked as "-" for the given metrics.
With the exception of MSSG (Neelakantan et al., 2014) , and CNN-MSSG (Chen et al., 2015) , which aretrained using the SG model, all the compared systems either use CBOW or an independent approach of word embeddings.
All proposed algorithms (MSSA, MSS-D, MSSA-NR), corpora and models used in this paper are available in a public repository 10 .
Benchmarks Details
The experiments were separated into two major categories, based on the datasets' characteristics: No Context Word Similarity (NCWS) and Context Word Similarity (CWS). The former (from 1 to 5), groups benchmarks used in WS tasks and provides 10 to-be-provided-upon-acceptance similarity scores for word pairs in isolation. The latter (6), is composed by only one dataset that provides a collection of word pairs with their similarity scores. Each word is followed by sentences in which they are used to illustrate a context where they are applied. The benchmarks used are described as follows:
1. RG65: 65 noun pairs. Similarity scale from 0 to 4 (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) ; 2. MC28: 28 pairs of nouns that were chosen to cover high, intermediate, and low levels of similarity in RG65. Similarity scale from 0 to 4 (Miller and Charles, 1991; Resnik, 1995 We tried to keep our basic configuration as close as possible to recent previous publications, so we considered the cosine similarity as our similarity measure and report the Spearman correlation value (ρ) in our experiments. To guarantee a common scenario between all benchmarks we normalized their similarity scale to an interval of [-1, 1] . Very few publications reported results for both Spearman and Pearson correlation values, but we considered the first only, so more systems could be included in our paper. The results reported in our experiments, for all model variations, have high significant Spearman order correlation, with p − value under 0.001.
Despite its similarity with our approach, one limitation in our analysis is regards SensEmbed (Iacobacci et al., 2015) . SensEmbed uses the Tanimoto distance for their vector comparison, which has different properties from cosine similarity/distance used by the other compared systems. Therefore, even though SensEmbed presents good results, we did not include them in our analysis.
No Context Word Similarity
In this section, we evaluate our model against popular approaches available for 5 benchmarks: RG65, MEN, WordSim353, SimLex999 and MC28. We compare our results with: Pruned-TF-IDF (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010a) , SW2V (using BN and WN with UMBC and Wikipedia Dump from 2014) (Mancini et al., 2017) , DeConf (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016), Retro (using Glove with 6 billion words and WN with all synsets) (Faruqui et al., 2015) , Glove (using 6 and 42 billion words) (Pennington et al., 2014) , Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , , Word2vec (using UMBC and WD14) (Mancini et al., 2017) , (Huang et al., 2012) and (NP)MSSG (for 50 and 300 dimensions) (Neelakantan et al., 2014) . Table 2 shows the results of MSSA against several models for the RG65 benchmark, in which DeConfSense (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016) presents the highest result considering the MaxSim measure. However, our model MSSA-2R-F hold superior scores for AvgSim and GlobalSim (GloSim). Different from DeConf, our model is capable to build on itself in every iteration by using the synset embeddings produced in the previous cycle, improving its performance. This can be verified by the constant increase in the Spearman correlation values reported in our approaches (MSSA), using the WD10 dataset for all three measures. The same two models are also in the top results for the MEN benchmark in Table 3 . For this dataset, it seems that our model converges quicker since there are no improvements from MSSA-1R to MSSA-2R. We were only able to see some progress when we moved from 300 to 400 dimensions (MSSA-2R-F). The increase of di- Table 3 : Spearman correlation score (ρ) on MEN benchmark. and Word2Vec results were reported by Mancini et al., (2017) . Highest results reported in bold face.
mensionality seems to have a positive effect in most word embeddings models, including ours.
In Table 4 , all results perform worse than GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) for the GloSim measure for the GloSim metric. However, to reach this score they need to process 42 billion tokens, while when considering just 6 billion its performance decreases 13.30%. We, in the other hand, with a little less than 540 (WD10) million tokens can obtain superior results with MSSA-2R-F. Even though Pruned-TF-IDF (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010a) shows a competitive Spearman correlation value for GloSim, their model does not use low dimensionality vectors. In addition, its model relies on several parameter adjustments, such as: pruning cutoff, feature weighting, number of prototypes and feature representation. Under these circumstances, several of our models are ranked as top scores, with MSSA-2R-F and MSSA(WD18) among the highest results for AvgSim and MaxSim respectively. The last two NCWS benchmarks, SimLex999 and MC28, are particularly challenging for distinct reasons. For SimLex999 in Table 5 , our models perform poorly regardless of their configuration, while DeConf presents the best results. The average Spearman correlation values for this dataset seems to be low in all publications, rarely surpassing ρ = 0.50. Even in our not reported models, we could not reach satisfactory results. The same behavior was ob- Table 5 : Spearman correlation score (ρ) on SimLex999 benchmark. and Word2Vec results were reported by Mancini et al., (2017) . Highest results reported in bold face.
served when we tried to apply our model in onlyverbs benchmarks, such as: YP130 (Yang and Powers, 2006) and SimVerb3500 (Gerz et al., 2016) . For the former, our Spearman scores were on average ρ = 0.563, while for the latter ρ = 0.243 (MaxSim). Our suspicion is that our algorithm is not robust enough to deal with datasets of this nature. For MC28, reported in Table 6 , the lack of recent publications makes it hard to draw any conclusions. If we consider ACL State-of-the-art Wiki 11 we would have obtained the third best result after the human upper bound. In all benchmarks, with the exception of SimLex999, our proposed models (MSSA) sustain competitive results. Considering the MaxSim and GloSim, we report either the first or second best Spearman correlation values in the experiments. For the AvgSim, our approach exhibits the highest score in all datasets, including SimLex999.
Context Word Similarity
In this section the results reported by AutoExtend(Synsets) (Rothe and Schütze, 2015) and CNN-VMSSG (Chen et al., 2015) were also incorporated. For the SCWS benchmark, we did not report the re- sults for the MaxSim measure, since almost all publications do not report them. The SCWS dataset provides pair of words given a specific context, alleviating dubious interpretations (Huang et al., 2012) . Table 7 shows DeConf (Pilehvar and Collier, 2016), MSSG (Neelakantan et al., 2014) and our model (MSSA) with the highest Spearman correlation values, in descending order for AvgSim. However, when considering MaxSimC and GloSim, MSSA and MSSA-2R hold state-of-the-art results. CNN-VMSSG presents the second highest results, but its model relies on two training steps instead of one. For AvgSimC results, it seems that our weighting scheme was not able to capture the nuances of the context for each word in a proper manner. It would be interesting to apply the top ranked algorithms to our model and compare their performance. Unfortunately, DeConf is designed to use a pre-trained single n-dimensional vector representation to produce their multi-sense embeddings, thus our approach would not be easily applicable. NP-MSSG (Neelakantan et al., 2014) and SW2V (Mancini et al., 2017) on the other hand, offer the necessary flexibility to use our annotated corpus to produce new embeddings.
Both MSSA and MSSA-D are trying to optimize a cost function, but in different ways. The former works in a local manner, minimizing its cost for the overlapping context window, one at a time. The latter finds the least costly path from the first to the last word-sense for the entire document. Initially, we thought that MSSA-D would produce the best result on average, since it considers the whole document as its global context. However, if we analyze the results from WD18 only, this is not consistent among all benchmarks. MSSA proved to capture the semantic relations more accurately in several cases (RG65, MEN, WordSim353 and SimLex) in the WS task, especially for the MaxSim measure. Apparently, the features of a local context are more discriminative than universal common characteristics.
Final Considerations
In this paper, we proposed a system called MSSA that automatically disambiguates and annotates any text corpus considering a sliding context window for each word. We have demonstrated that single vector representation limitations can be mitigated by applying MSSA into a traditional word2vec implementation, producing more robust multi-sense embeddings with minimum hyperparameter tuning. Additionally, we performed an extensive comparison with many recent publications in the WS task and categorized their results according to standard metrics (Section 4). The representation used in our model can be easily interpreted and extended to other NLP task beyond WS. Finally, we showed that the combination between the proposed MSSA algorithm and word2vec is able to sustain solid results in 6 different benchmarks: RG65, MEN, WordSim353, SimLex999, MC28 and SCWS. Currently, our model considers a sliding context window of +/-1 tokens, unigrams and non-stemmed words, but we intend to pursue some extensions, such as: keep common n-grams, flexible context sliding window of size k and different weighting schemes for the context analysis. We also would like to integrate MSSA with the compared systems that obtained good results throughout our experiments.
